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IMPORTANT NOTIFICATION

The content of this document was taken from ABET’s 2020 Program Evaluator Training online prework and are up to date with current policies, procedure, and criteria. The official training modules are hosted in Brightspace, ABET’s learning management system. Therefore, some of the linked documents require password access.

2020 PEVC TRAINING CANCELATION

Because of the face-to-face, hands-on nature of Program Evaluator Candidate (PEVC) Training program, ABET has cancelled all 2020 PEVC Training sessions that were planned for this year. All registered PEVCs have been deferred to the 2021 training cycle.
Module 1 – Welcome and Overview

PROGRAM EVALUATOR CANDIDATE TRAINING OVERVIEW

Candidates who are selected for ABET Program Evaluator Candidate (PEVC) Training undergo three training processes:

- **Online Training**: Must be completed prior to face-to-face training. Includes three proficiency assessments and a simulated program evaluation is completed asynchronously.

- **Face-to-Face Training**: Face-to-face training is a one-and-a-half day experiential workshop that simulates an accreditation visit. It is hosted at ABET Headquarters in Baltimore, Maryland, USA.

- **Program Criteria Training**: Training on program-specific criteria is provided by the member society with program area responsibility prior to your first visit.
ONLINE TRAINING PRE-WORK

The online Program Evaluator Candidate (PEVC) Training consists of seven online modules designed to provide information about ABET, the accreditation process, the role of the Program Evaluator (PEV), and PEV tasks prior to and during an accreditation visit. This training also prepares you for face-to-face training. Included in the seven online modules are three proficiency assessments at the end of Modules 3, 4, and 6. The simulated program review is located in module 5.

The purpose of the online training is two-fold:

1. **To review the fundamental aspects of the overall ABET accreditation process:** These materials are contextual, somewhat static in nature, and best learned independently. During accreditation visits, you as a PEV are considered the face of ABET and are required to understand and apply the information from these modules accordingly.

2. **To simulate what happens in preparation for an accreditation visit:** In this portion, you will submit several items to be reviewed by your training mentor, your member society contact, and a face-to-face training support facilitator, much like that done by an accreditation visit team chair.

OUTPUTS FROM ONLINE TRAINING

The following materials need to be completed and submitted according to the dates listed in the table below:

- Three completed proficiency assessments
- Program Evaluator Worksheet (applicable to PEVCs affiliated with CAC and EAC)
- Program Evaluator Report

If the proficiency assessments, Program Evaluator Worksheet (if applicable), and Program Evaluator Report are not completed and posted by the due date, you will not be able to book travel or attend Face-to-Face Training.

TRAINING DEADLINES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training</th>
<th>April 18-19</th>
<th>May 2-3</th>
<th>May 18-19</th>
<th>June 1-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Closes</td>
<td>February 28</td>
<td>March 13</td>
<td>March 29</td>
<td>April 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor Assigned</td>
<td>March 6</td>
<td>March 20</td>
<td>April 6</td>
<td>April 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Work Due</td>
<td>March 20</td>
<td>April 3</td>
<td>April 19</td>
<td>May 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make Travel Arrangements</td>
<td>March 23-27</td>
<td>April 6-10</td>
<td>April 20-24</td>
<td>May 4-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FACE-TO-FACE TRAINING

Face-to-face training consists of one-and-a-half days (Saturday/Sunday or Monday/Tuesday) of interactive training as a simulated visit team, including an assignment on the first evening to be turned in the following morning. The face-to-face training is designed for two purposes:

1. To immerse you in the real-life situations and activities that occur during a site visit to a university or college. The workshop uses and builds upon the online training pre-work materials that you have completed.

2. To provide opportunities to demonstrate the PEV Competency Model.

TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT FOR FACE-TO-FACE TRAINING

ABET’s Training Team will contact you with instructions regarding travel and hotel arrangements and ABET’s travel policy. You will receive this message approximately one month prior to your face-to-face training. Do NOT book your travel prior to receiving the instructional email. Do NOT book directly through an airline. ABET will only reimburse appropriate travel expenses, providing the PEVC uses ABET’s travel agent. Module 7 includes more information.

YOUR TRAINING MENTOR

Your member society will assign you a training mentor. The training mentor is available to answer questions and guide you through your learning process. Your training mentor will work with you throughout the training process to:

- Make an initial contact
- Answer your questions in completing the online training pre-work
- Support your learning through face-to-face training
- Answer your questions after face-to-face training

Please Note: Mentors are assigned by member societies on a rolling basis. You will receive an email message when you have been assigned a mentor. You should hear from your mentor within a few days of notification. If you do not hear from them in a timely manner, contact your mentor using the information provided in the aforementioned email message. If this persists, please contact your ABET member society and/or training@training.org.

For more information about training mentors, visit ABET.org: Training Mentors

GETTING ASSIGNED TO YOUR FIRST SITE VISIT

Upon successful completion of PEVC Training, your ABET member society will approve you to be a part of the PEV pool. Your member society may assign you for a visit in the upcoming cycle, based upon the number of programs being visited. Additionally, your member society may require additional training prior to your visit. For more information, contact your member society.
BACKGROUND

WHAT IS ABET?

ABET is a US-based nonprofit, non-governmental organization that globally accredits college and university programs in applied and natural science, computing, engineering and engineering technology.

WHAT IS ACCREDITATION?

In the United States, accreditation is a non-governmental, peer-review process that assures the quality of the post-secondary education students receive. Educational programs volunteer to undergo this review periodically to determine if certain criteria are being met. [NOTE: Outside the United States, accreditation is not necessarily voluntary or non-governmental. For more information, see the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) website for more information on the world’s post-secondary education systems and their quality assurance mechanisms.]

It is important to understand that accreditation is not a ranking system. It is an assurance that a program meets established quality standards. In addition, the role of ABET accreditation is to provide periodic external assessment and evaluation in support of the program’s continuous improvement process. ABET accreditation provides assurance that a college or university program meets quality standards of the profession for which that program prepares graduates.

ABOUT ABET

ASSURING CONFIDENCE

Industry can embrace the future with assured confidence knowing that the institutions that invest in our accreditation services are using the most advanced methodologies and expertise to measure the quality and performance of their programs.

ABET serves the public globally through the promotion and advancement of education in applied and natural science, computing, engineering, and engineering technology. ABET:

- Accredits educational programs, not institutions;
- Promotes quality and innovation in education;
- Consults and assists in the development and advancement of education worldwide in a financially self-sustaining manner;
- Communicates with our constituencies and the public regarding activities and accomplishments;
- Anticipates and prepares for the changing environment and the future needs of constituencies; and,
- Manages the operations and resources to be effective and fiscally responsible.
We champion excellence worldwide. Our approach, the standards we set, and the quality we guarantee inspire confidence in those who aim to build a better world—one that is safer, more efficient, comfortable, and sustainable.

**ABET’S PHILOSOPHY OF OUTCOMES-BASED ACCREDITATION**

ABET’s accreditation procedures and processes historically have been intended for programs that prepare graduates for entry into a profession appropriate to the program’s discipline. The decision on the appropriate accreditation action for a program is made based on the extent to which the relevant criteria for the program are met. It is the institution’s responsibility to demonstrate how the program meets the relevant criteria.

ABET’s current accreditation processes are strongly oriented toward continuous quality improvement (CQI) and outcomes-based accreditation.

An educational program CQI process should reflect a clear understanding of:

- Mission
- Constituents
- Objectives
- Outcomes
- Processes (internal practice to achieve the outcomes)
- Facts (data collection)
- Evaluation (interpretation of facts) and
- Action (feedback to support decision making and improve processes)

**WHO IS INVOLVED IN THE ABET ACCREDITATION PROCESS?**

The accreditation process requires the participation of many individuals, institutions, and organizations:

- ABET
- ABET member societies
- Institutions and programs requesting accreditation
- Team Chairs (TC)
- Program Evaluators (PEV)
Each of ABET’s member societies is invited to have representation on one or more of the four ABET commissions according to the curricular areas that the ABET Board of Directors assigns to those societies. The commissions are responsible for administering the ABET accreditation process, conducting accreditation reviews, and determining accreditation actions (by vote of the entire membership), based on the Accreditation Policy and Procedure Manual (APPM) and on the accreditation criteria. The commissions are also responsible for the continuous review and enhancement of criteria, policies and procedures. For more information, see Accreditation Policy and Procedure Manual (APPM) and criteria.

**APPLIED AND NATURAL SCIENCE ACCREDITATION COMMISSION (ANSAC)**

**Programs:**
Applied and Natural Science

**Levels:**
Associate, Bachelor, Master

**ENGINEERING ACCREDITATION COMMISSION (EAC)**

**Programs:**
Engineering

**Levels:**
Bachelor, Master

**COMPUTING ACCREDITATION COMMISSION (CAC)**

**Programs:**
Computing

**Levels:**
Bachelor

**ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY ACCREDITATION COMMISSION (ETAC)**

**Programs:**
Engineering Technology

**Levels:**
Associate, Bachelor

Upcoming PEVC Training assignments are commission-specific. Please contact ABET’s Training Manager if you are unsure of the commission to which you have been nominated.

The Accreditation Council (AC) is comprised of leadership (Chair, Past Chair and Chair Elect) from the four accreditation commissions. The Accreditation Council is responsible for improving the effectiveness, efficiency, and uniformity of the accreditation process.

Changes to the accreditation criteria and to the accreditation policies and procedures proposed by the commissions and the Accreditation Council are approved by the ABET Board of Directors and Board of Delegates.

You will learn more about how the ABET criteria are based on continuous quality improvement in **Module 5: Applying the Criteria** and how it relates to assessing student learning in **Module 4: Continuous Quality Improvement of Student Learning**.

Outcomes-based accreditation focuses on:

- Learning, not teaching
- Students, not faculty
- Outcomes, not inputs or capacity
Module 2 - The Accreditation Process

THE 18-MONTH ACCREDITATION CYCLE

1. Program completes the Readiness Review by October 1.

1 YEAR BEFORE THE ON-SITE VISIT
- The program collects samples of student work, syllabi, textbooks and sample assignments.
- The program completes Readiness Review (if required) by October 1.

2. Program submits Request for Evaluation by January 31

YEAR OF THE ON-SITE VISIT
- The program submits Request for Evaluation (RFE) by January 31 of the on-site visit year.
- ABET invoices the institution for the on-site visit, sets a visit date, and forms a review team between April and June.
- PEVs are encouraged to complete their conflict of interest forms and keep their volunteer profile up to date, especially availability for upcoming visits.

3. The program completes and submits Self-Study Report by July 1.

YEAR OF THE ON-SITE VISIT
- The program completes and submits the Self-Study Report to ABET no later than July 1.
- The review team assigned to the program begins reviewing the Self-Study Report.
- The program's institutional representative(s) are invited to meet the team chair at Institutional Representatives Day during the July Commission Meeting.
- PEVs provide early feedback to Team Chair identifying issues the program can work on before the visit team arrives.
4. The on-site visit takes place September – December.

ON-SITE VISIT

- The on-site visit typically lasts three days (usually Sunday through Tuesday). It includes a review of materials; interviews with students, faculty, staff, and administrators; team meetings, and concludes with an exit meeting, when the team conveys its findings.

5. Due process and the accreditation decision

1 WEEK AFTER THE VISIT

- The program can provide the review team with any corrections to errors of fact resulting from the exit meeting.

2-3 MONTHS AFTER THE VISIT

- After the visit, the team chair develops a Draft Statement to the institution by editing and combining the material written by the program evaluators and adding material that applies to the institution as a whole.

- The Draft Statement is reviewed by two editors from the respective commission and by ABET headquarters staff for adherence to standards and consistency with other Draft Statements.

- The edited Draft Statement is sent to the institution, which has 30 days to respond.

3-4 MONTHS AFTER THE VISIT

- During the 30-Day Due Process period the institution may respond to any shortcomings identified in the Draft Statement.

- The team chair uses the response from the institution, if any, with assistance from the PEV as needed, to prepare the Final Statement, which again is edited and then provided to the full commission for action.
JULY
- The ABET commissions meet to decide accreditation actions in July of the second year. At this meeting the program’s accreditation action is discussed and determined.

BY AUGUST 31
- ABET formally notifies the institution of the final accreditation action, via the Final Statement to the institution, in August of the second year.

Accreditation Activities Timeline
The steps listed above describe only the actual program review process. The entire accreditation process (see figure below) involves continuous quality improvement processes by the program, as well as significant efforts to prepare a self-study and collect course and assessment materials.
MEMBER SOCIETIES

ABET is a federation of professional and technical societies. Member societies with curricular responsibilities recruit, select, mentor, and assist in training qualified program evaluators who, along with team chairs, comprise the teams assigned to accreditation visits. ABET member societies also nominate individuals to the four ABET commissions (the Applied & Natural Science Accreditation Commission, the Computing Accreditation Commission, the Engineering Accreditation Commission, and the Engineering Technology Accreditation Commission) and appoint individuals to the ABET Board of Delegates.

View a listing of our member societies and identify your affiliation.

INSTITUTIONS

Institutions requesting an ABET review have significant responsibilities to complete before the visit team arrives on site. Each program completes a Self-Study Report, which serves as the central document the team relies on for the review. In the Self-Study Report, each program details how the ABET criteria are being met. Read the Accreditation Step-by-Step document for a detailed description of the accreditation process from the institution’s point of view.

The institution hosts the site visit. On campus, institutions arrange for interviews and reviews of display materials, facilities, equipment, and other observations that cannot be included in the Self-Study Report.

After the visit, the institution has seven days to report errors of fact in the visiting team’s preliminary findings. After it receives the Draft Statement, the institution has 30 days to report actions it has taken since the visit to address the team’s findings and improve the program. This is the Due Process Response Period.

COMMISSIONS

Each of the member societies is invited to have representation on one or more of the four commissions, according to the curricular areas that those societies are assigned to by the ABET Board of Delegates. The four commissions are:
• Applied & Natural Science Accreditation Commission (ANSAC);
• Computing Accreditation Commission (CAC);
• Engineering Accreditation Commission (EAC); and,
• Engineering Technology Accreditation Commission (ETAC).

The accreditation commissions are responsible for administering the ABET accreditation process, based on the Accreditation Policies and Procedures Manual and on the Accreditation Criteria, both of which are approved by the ABET Board of Delegates. The commissions recommend criteria, assign the team chairs of the visiting teams, and make final accreditation decisions (by vote of the entire membership).

VISIT TEAM
The visit team evaluates one or more programs at an institution against the Accreditation Policies and Procedures Manual and on the Accreditation Criteria. The visit team is composed of a team chair and at least one program evaluator for each program being evaluated.

TEAM CHAIR
The team chair is a member of the commission (or, occasionally, a former member), appointed by the Commission's Executive Committee to lead the visit team. The team chair is the primary contact with the institution. The team chair is responsible for contact with the dean of each program being evaluated. They are involved in approving the composition of the visit team. As the leader of the visit team, the team chair assembles the Draft Statement and the Final Statement, and presents the findings to the ABET commission at the July Commission Meeting.

Team chairs may use different leadership approaches and organizational strategies to ensure a successful visit. Some team chairs, for example, may conduct conference calls with their team prior to the visit. Some may request an additional team meeting while on the visit.

PROGRAM EVALUATORS
PEVs are selected by their member societies to represent ABET on site visits, where they work with a team of colleagues from other member societies. As an ABET team member, the program evaluator’s role is to provide knowledge on professional practice, professional preparation, and continuous improvement. The program evaluator also provides sound judgment about how the program he or she is evaluating meets ABET’s Accreditation Criteria and ABET's Accreditation Policies and Procedures.

One of the program evaluator’s most important responsibilities is to behave in an ethical and professional manner and to uphold ABET’s Code of Conduct, in Section IV of the ABET Board of Delegates Rules of Procedure. It is particularly important to avoid any real or perceived conflicts of interest with the institutions being evaluated. Program evaluators must disclose any real or perceived conflicts and recuse themselves from discussions or decisions related to any associated issues. If you have any questions about this, contact your team chair or ABET at accreditation@abet.org or 410-347-7700.
To avoid being assigned as a PEV for a visit to an institution for which you have a conflict of interest, it is important that you keep your list of conflicts current in your ABET profile. You should update your profile whenever a new conflict of interest develops, but not later than mid-spring of each year.

Special Note: Avoid any real or perceived conflicts of interest with the institutions being evaluated. If you are not sure about a possible perception of a conflict of interest, contact your team chair or ABET.

As a program evaluator, you will have responsibilities before, during, and after the site visit.

OVERVIEW OF ACCREDITATION CRITERIA

Programs must comply with the criteria and ABET’s Accreditation Policies and Procedures Manual to achieve accreditation. As a program evaluator, you are responsible for evaluating a program’s compliance.

The criteria and policies are intended to:

- Ensure the quality of educational programs.

- Foster the systematic pursuit of quality improvement in educational programs.

- Help develop educational programs that satisfy the needs of constituencies in a dynamic and competitive environment.

It is the responsibility of the institution seeking accreditation of a program to demonstrate clearly that the program meets the criteria and policies.

Please Note: To evaluate a program, it is critical that you thoroughly understand the criteria and policies and how to apply them. (Note: In this training, we will only be addressing the general criteria. Your member society will cover program-specific criteria as needed.)

For more information, please see the Accreditation Policy and Procedure Manual and the Accreditation Criteria.

EXPLANATION OF TERMS

ABET expert volunteers and staff should use consistent terminology. As a program evaluator, you will need to know and use the following terms (all found in the course glossary):

Program Educational Objectives: Broad statements that describe what graduates are expected to attain within a few years of graduation. Program educational objectives are based on the needs of the program’s constituencies.
**Student Outcomes:** Statements that describe what students are expected to know and be able to do by the time of graduation. These relate to skills, knowledge, and behaviors that students acquire as they progress through the program.

**Assessment:** One or more processes that identify, collect, and prepare data to evaluate the attainment of student outcomes. Effective assessment uses relevant direct, indirect, quantitative, and qualitative measures as appropriate to the outcome being measured. Appropriate sampling methods may be used as part of an assessment process.

**Evaluation:** One or more processes for interpreting the data and evidence accumulated through assessment practices. Evaluation determines the extent to which student outcomes are being attained. Evaluation results in decisions and actions regarding program improvement.

If you are from industry, government, or private practice and would like more information on the academic environment and terminology, review the [Introduction to Academia for Non-Academics](#).

### DEFINITION OF LEVELS OF COMPLIANCE

When writing the Exit Statement for the program you will be evaluating, you will need to use a variety of terms and statements to define levels of compliance ([Accreditation Policy and Procedures Manual I.E.5.b.](#)). You must fully understand what is required to meet the criteria and the levels of compliance. More will be covered in Module 5: Applying the Criteria.

**Findings of Concern:** A **Concern** indicates that a program currently satisfies a criterion, policy, or procedure. However, the potential exists for the situation to change such that the criterion, policy, or procedure may not be satisfied.

**Findings of Weakness:** A **Weakness** indicates that a program lacks the strength of compliance with a criterion, policy, or procedure to ensure that the quality of the program will not be compromised. Therefore, remedial action is required to strengthen compliance with the criterion, policy, or procedure prior to the next review.

**Findings of Deficiency:** A **Deficiency** indicates a criterion, policy, or procedure is not satisfied. Therefore, the program is not in compliance with the criterion, policy, or procedure.

**Statements of Observation:** An **Observation** is a comment or suggestion that does not relate directly to the accreditation action but is offered to assist the institution in its continuing efforts to improve its programs.

**Statements of Strength:** A **Strength** is an exceptionally strong, effective practice or condition that stands above the norm, and has a positive effect on the program.
Module 3 - The Role of the Program Evaluator

As a program evaluator, you have many roles. Most importantly, you are the face of ABET and must follow ABET’s Code of Conduct and adhere to ABET’s Conflict of Interest Policy. As a program evaluator, you are devoting your time and expertise to ensuring quality education for students studying for entry into your profession.

ROLES

**ABET Representative:** As a program evaluator, you are the face of ABET. You represent ABET when conducting all accreditation-related activities, and the institution that you visit judges ABET by your actions.

**Evaluator:** You have been selected as a program evaluator because you have subject matter expertise in the discipline you will be evaluating. Every program evaluator on your team is assigned a program to evaluate, based on the expertise he or she has in that program area. Accepting a position on a visit team is a commitment to fulfill all the obligations required. The role of the program evaluator is not to be a critic, but rather to be a partner with the institution in the improvement of the program.

**Team Member:** As a program evaluator, you also play the important role of team member. Your interaction with your colleagues, particularly during team meetings, is crucial to an efficient and successful visit. Being team-oriented is an important competency for all program evaluators.

RESPONSIBILITIES

- Complete the pre-visit work, including inspecting the materials provided by the institution.
- Participate in a 2-4 day on-site review.
- Evaluate information obtained according to ABET Criteria.
- Prepare materials in a timely manner, including recommended accreditation action.
- Provide visit materials to the team chair at the conclusion of the visit.
- Complete performance appraisal forms. (This will be covered in Module 6.)
- Submit expenses to ABET using the on-line expense system within 10 days of your site visit.
- Assist the team chair, as requested, in review of the institution’s 30-day due process response and development of the Final Statement.
- Avoid any real or perceived conflicts of interest with the institutions being evaluated.

For more information, see [ABET’s Code of Conduct, Conflict of Interest, and Confidentiality Policies in the ABET Board of Delegates Rules of Procedure](#).
ACTIVITIES BEFORE THE VISIT

You will have a significant number of tasks to complete prior to arriving on campus for the site visit. Your thorough preparation before arriving on site is essential to an efficient and successful site visit. In particular, your pre-visit analysis will enable you to identify additional information you will need during the visit. Additional information requests must be given to the program well in advance of the visit and should be coordinated with the team chair. Because this is a collaborative process, you need to meet your obligations in a timely manner to allow the institution to gather additional information in a reasonable time. If the program is already ABET-accredited, the program evaluator will receive a copy of the previous final accreditation statement for the program from the team chair. Below are some of the activities and deliverables you will need to complete prior to arriving on campus.

MAKE TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

You are responsible for making your own travel arrangements in consultation with the team chair and in alignment with the ABET Travel Policy. Travel arrangements should be made as soon as the team chair communicates visit details, including overall schedule, hotel accommodations, and transportation arrangements to and from the airport. All reasonable attempts should be made to minimize travel costs. All travel must follow the ABET Travel Policy to be reimbursed (ABET Travel Policy and Procedures Manual). NOTE: ABET staff and volunteers are strongly encouraged to use ABET's travel agent.

REVIEW THE SELF-STUDY REPORT

This is the primary document the institution prepares to demonstrate compliance with ABET Criteria. Each program uses the Self-Study Questionnaire Template appropriate to the commission. While the majority of the program’s Self-Study Report will be in paragraph format, a program may use tables, graphs, charts, and figures to illustrate compliance. You must thoroughly review the Self-Study Report prior to arriving on site, and prior to pre-visit conferences if scheduled by the team chair.

The Self-Study Questionnaire includes tables that a program is required to complete along with prescribed formats for certain types of information such as course descriptions and faculty curriculum vita. Here are samples of what those may look like:

- Course Description Sample 1
- Course Description Sample 2
- Course Description Sample 3
- Faculty Curriculum Vitae (CV) Sample 1
- Faculty Curriculum Vitae (CV) Sample 2
TRANSCRIPT ANALYSIS

As part of your review of the Self-Study Report, you will need to analyze student records of academic work. ABET recognizes transcripts as the official record of student coursework in the United States; however, it may be referred to differently in other countries. "Record of academic work" and "transcript" will be used interchangeably for the purpose of this training. Information on transcript analysis is located in Module 5.

DRAFT PLAN FOR VISIT

Your draft plan includes the questions and areas that require additional information based on your review of the Self-Study Report. The draft plan helps you manage your time efficiently when you are on site. Be sure to:

- Convey your preferences and arrangements for interviews and meetings with faculty, students, and others to your team chair and then contact the program head if directed to do so by the team chair.

- Tell your team chair about visits needed to supporting areas such as math, advising, etc. (Team chairs usually coordinate visits to supporting areas.)

PRE-VISIT FORMS

In Module 5 you will be provided with a variety of forms to help you walk through the Self-Study Report and conduct a preliminary review of a program’s compliance with the ABET Criteria.

APPLYING THE CRITERIA

- Review the current ABET Criteria, the Self-Study Report, and any other materials sent by the institution. (ABET Criteria for each Commission)

- Assess areas of apparent strengths and shortcomings.

- Make preliminary assessment of what ABET Criteria appear to be met or may not be met.

TEAM CHAIR

- Follow up with the team chair regarding additional information you will need when you arrive on site. Your team chair may direct you to communicate this information to the program representative.

- Always respond promptly to requests from your team chair.

- Coordinate your travel plans with your team chair.
THE VISIT

The site visit enables ABET to assess factors that cannot be adequately addressed in the Self-Study Report. These factors include the intellectual atmosphere, the morale of the faculty and students, the caliber of the staff and student body, the facilities, and the outcome of the education offered as evidenced by the quality of the work performed.

Do not conduct interviews or share preliminary conclusions with the institution prior to the site visit.

YOUR OBJECTIVES WHILE ON SITE ARE TO:

- Make a qualitative assessment of factors that cannot be documented in the Self-Study Report.
- Conduct a detailed examination of the materials compiled by the institution (this includes course materials and assessment materials).
- Provide the program with a preliminary assessment of its strong points and shortcomings.
- Review facilities.

Visiting teams should help the programs assess their strong points as well as their weak points. You are not there only as an auditor but also as a consultant to assist the program in its continuous improvement efforts.

ACTIVITIES THAT YOU WILL CONDUCT DURING THE VISIT

EXAMINE ASSESSMENT MATERIALS

Assessment materials are usually located with the course materials. The purpose is to corroborate the assessment plan for student outcomes that was provided in the Self-Study Report, including ensuring that appropriate documentation exists for the various phases of the assessment process.

EXAMINE COURSE MATERIALS

Evaluators will review samples of course materials including course syllabi, textbooks, example assignments and exams, and examples of student work, typically ranging from excellent through poor ([Accreditation Policy and Procedure Manual, Section I.E.5.b](Accreditation-Policy-and-Procedures-Manual-Section-I-E-5-b).]

The display materials should be readily available throughout the visit. You should verify that:

- The course is up-to-date and appropriate for the objectives of the program.
- The course prerequisites are adequate.
- The learning activities are appropriate for the course outcomes.
- The graded work adequately assesses the course learning outcomes.
Note that it is unlikely that a problem with a single course would be enough evidence for a Weakness or a Deficiency. Rather, the course materials should be used to corroborate potential problems indicated elsewhere, such as suspected failure by some faculty members to remain current, or should suggest potential problems that need to be corroborated by additional evidence, such as an apparent lack of coverage sufficient to achieve the course learning outcomes.

TOUR THE FACILITIES

In touring the facilities, you want to ensure that they are sufficiently up-to-date and maintained to support the needs of the program. You also want to be aware of safety and access issues. The adequacy of the support staff is important, as is a mechanism for ensuring the continuing adequacy through the period of accreditation. The following are typical support facility visits that are conducted on an accreditation review visit. These visits may be done by the team chair or may be assigned to PEVs by the team chair.

INTERVIEW THE PROGRAM HEAD

This is an opportunity to develop a better understanding of the program’s strengths and weaknesses and the vision of its leadership for the future. Any issues that arose during your pre-visit preparation should be discussed to ensure that you are aware of all appropriate facts and have planned appropriate activities for further investigation. If a single program is being evaluated, the team chair may decide to interview the program head.

It is preferable not to make requests that require substantial effort to satisfy during this meeting (or at any time during the visit). Such requests should be made well in advance of the visit. However, do not hesitate to make requests for things that are needed to ensure a fair and complete review. Discuss such requests with your team chair if they are likely to require a substantial amount of work from the program’s staff.

INTERVIEW ADMINISTRATORS & STAFF MEMBERS

You should also interview others with administrative duties (class scheduling, student advising, transfer course evaluation, etc.) relative to the program. This does not include administrators at the institutional level, whose visits are coordinated by the team chair. If the program head is not the department chair or the administrative head over the program, then you should also interview the administrative head. If more than one program under the administrative head is being reviewed, you may wish to coordinate your interview with the program evaluator(s) for the other program(s), perhaps even doing the interview simultaneously with the other PEV(s).

INTERVIEW FACULTY MEMBERS

During faculty interviews, you should try to understand each faculty member’s teaching philosophy; level of interaction with students; activities undertaken to maintain currency; level of understanding of, and participation in, the assessment process and preparation for the visit; and his or her view of the strengths and weaknesses of the program and its future direction.

Faculty members also can be a source of initial identification or corroboration of problems related to the quality and maintenance of facilities (labs, classrooms, library, etc.). Faculty attitudes
regarding the work environment and their commitment to remaining at the institution are also important in assessing the adequacy of institutional support to maintain program stability during the potential period of accreditation.

There are many personal preferences regarding the best way to interview faculty members. Often it is best to interview faculty members in their offices on a one-on-one basis to maintain confidentiality. However, if the faculty is large or offices do not provide sufficient confidentiality, an alternative approach may be needed. Individual appointments should last for approximately 20-30 minutes. You should identify some of the faculty you are especially interested in interviewing if you will not have time to interview all of them. When selecting faculty to interview, consider those teaching courses for which you have questions, those with laboratory responsibilities, length of service, and rank. This should all be arranged before the visit and in consultation with your team chair.

INTERVIEW STUDENTS

Interviewing the students is often one of the most rewarding and enjoyable parts of the visit. The level of satisfaction with, and enthusiasm for, the program can be a good indicator of the program quality. In addition, students can provide important corroboration for such aspects as the lack of adequate quality in certain courses, problems with advising, and the adequacy of facilities (labs, classrooms, library, etc.).

As we know the student perspective on the importance of certain courses and the characteristics of the program is often quite different from the perspectives of the faculty and administration. Although student perspectives can be valuable in getting a feel about the overall quality of a program, it is important to keep in mind that students are not always in a good position to judge the real value of an educational experience. Therefore, student complaints should not result in a conclusion that there is a problem unless the observation can be corroborated by additional evidence.

There are many individual preferences for selecting the students to be interviewed as a group. You will want to interview a representative number of upper-level students, and possibly a second group of students who are earlier in the program. The student interviews could be done during a scheduled class with the instructor not present, or at a time outside of class. The group to be interviewed should not be selected by the program staff unless you ensure that those selected are a representative sample of the student body. You should allow about 30 minutes for meeting with the students.

VISIT SUPPORTING ORGANIZATIONS

If more than one program is being visited, these activities may be coordinated among the program evaluators and findings shared.

- **Visit the library.** When you visit the library, you are primarily verifying the evidence in the Self-Study Report: adequacy of the collection, availability of staff support, electronic access to information and materials, etc. The adequacy of the resources is important to observe, and this is difficult to determine from the Self-Study Report.

- **Visit one or more supporting departments.** Supporting departments (mathematics, physics, English, etc.) play an important role in the foundational preparation of students.
In interviewing the department chair or other departmental representative, you should try to determine how well the students of the programs that the team is reviewing do in the supporting courses and whether there are any problems with the nature of the courses from the perspective of the supporting department. If course materials have been provided in a course materials display area, you should review these materials before going to visit the supporting department. If the materials have not been arranged in advance, then you cannot expect to see much more than course textbooks and syllabi for courses that are currently being offered.

- **Visit the advising center, career support center, cooperative education office, etc.** The intent of visits to offices such as these is to assess the level of support for students. You should inquire about the support that is available and general procedures for students to obtain the support. Sometimes you can assist the program, students, or faculty by identifying available support that is not being used effectively in the program. Understaffed offices, inadequate facilities, or outdated programs can indicate or corroborate problems that appear in assessment results, student or faculty interviews, etc.

**WRITE AN EXIT STATEMENT**

The Exit Statement has a prescribed format for each commission. The Exit Statement must clearly identify each shortcoming relative to the ABET Criteria or the Policy and Procedure Manual. The Exit Statement format and content will be addressed in Face-to-Face Training.

**COMPLETE A PROGRAM AUDIT FORM (PAF)**

The PAF lists the shortcomings for a program. It normally is completed after the Exit Statement is finished, and should use the same language as the Exit Statement in describing shortcomings. Usually the text in the PAF is copied from the Exit Statement and pasted into the PAF. The PAFs are given to the dean by the team chair at the conclusion of the Exit Meeting, and they serve as a written summary of the team’s findings for each of the programs that were evaluated for accreditation. Note that the PAF does not identify the recommended action on a program.

**DEBRIEF THE PROGRAM HEAD**

The debrief for the program head by the PEV is less formal than the exit meeting. There should be sufficient discussion to ensure that the program head understands the shortcomings that have been identified. Information that could be helpful in addressing the shortcomings can be provided by the PEV, but care must be taken to avoid any impression of prescribing a solution.

**PARTICIPATE IN THE EXIT MEETING**

The purpose of the exit meeting is to communicate the team’s findings relative to all programs. Following initial statements by the team chair, each PEV will read (verbatim) the Exit Statement for the program evaluated by that PEV. The exit meeting is a formal report by the team. The team chair serves as chair for the exit meeting, and only questions for clarification are permitted.
The team chair may modify this basic procedure as appropriate. For example, if the number of programs reviewed is large, general information about each program and the program strengths might be omitted from what is read at the exit meeting. Similarly, if there is a shortcoming that is common to all programs, then the team chair may state that shortcoming in the introductory remarks and each PEV would then omit that shortcoming from the reading of the PEV’s statement. Finally, if there is more than one PEV for a program, the team chair will determine what is to be read by each PEV.

### A Typical Visit Agenda

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUNDAY</th>
<th>Responsibilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Morning/Afternoon</td>
<td>During the initial team meeting, your responsibilities are to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Review visit plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Provide Initial Program Evaluator Report and Program Evaluator Worksheet to the team chair. <strong>Note:</strong> Your team chair may request these prior to the visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Discuss pre-visit assessment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Review criteria, policy, and procedure changes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>You will also visit the program to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Evaluate course materials (syllabi, texts, graded student work, etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Evaluate assessment materials (results and analysis from surveys, etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Conduct other visits (labs, etc.) as needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evening</td>
<td>During the team meeting, your responsibilities are to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify all potential Deficiencies, Weaknesses, and Concerns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Work as a team to come to consensus and to ensure consistency about findings among programs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONDAY</th>
<th>Responsibilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Morning</td>
<td>• Team meets with president and/or dean and designated guests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Meet with program head.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Meet with program faculty, students, and support staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Attend optional luncheon for team with institutional officials and guests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afternoon</td>
<td>• Continue meetings and interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Visit facilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Visit supporting departments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evening</td>
<td>During the team meeting, your responsibilities are to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Report on findings relative to previously identified potential Deficiencies, Weaknesses, and Concerns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify, report on, and document potential strengths and observations, as appropriate to the commission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Discuss possible accreditation action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Prepare draft of Program Audit Form (PAF) and exit statement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DRAFT STATEMENT OUTLINE

Using ABET’s Draft Statement Tool, the team chair will review and combine the exit statements of all programs evaluated into a draft statement. The draft statement will follow this outline:

**Introduction**

**For each program:**

- Program Description
- Program Strengths
- Program Deficiencies
- Program Weaknesses
- Program Concerns
- Program Observations
After going through an editing process, the Draft Statement will be sent to the institution. The institution then has 30 days to respond. This response is called the Due Process Response.

APPLYING THE CRITERIA: CONSISTENCY COUNTS

Accreditation actions must be consistent across all programs with similar shortcomings (Concern, Weakness, Deficiency) and across all institutions. As a PEV, it is essential that you compare your findings with those of the other programs being evaluated at the institution, potentially by PEVs from different commissions, and ensure that similar situations result in similar findings. The visit team should work together to resolve potential differences in findings for situations that are the same or very similar. Consistency is checked throughout the ABET Accreditation Process. The process is visually illustrated in this graphic.

EXPENSE REPORTS & PERFORMANCE APPRAISALS

Within ten business days after the visit, you will need to:

Submit your expenses using the ABET on-line expense system (Concur), including uploading all receipts. Note that receipts must be itemized, e.g. meal receipts must include the items purchased, not just the total bill. The expense report will be reviewed by ABET staff to ensure compliance with current policy. Payment will be issued upon approval. Information on submitting your expense reports is available.

Complete the online appraisal form for the team chair and program evaluators on your visiting team.
**ABET EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT POLICY:**

All travelers should be aware that only persons who are authorized prior to visiting campuses or attending pertinent meetings and activities will be reimbursed for their allowable and reasonable expenses. If there is a question on reimbursements or allowable expenses, please seek guidance from your team chair or ABET liaison. It is ABET’s policy to reimburse reasonable expenses incurred by those individuals who are authorized to attend specific visits. All expenses should be submitted within ten working days after returning from your trip. Failure to comply with the travel policy instructions will delay the reimbursement of your expenses. Expenses submitted more than sixty days after the end of travel may not be reimbursed. ([ABET Travel Policies and Procedures Manual](#))

**SUMMARY OF RESPONSIBILITIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRE-VISIT</th>
<th>VISIT</th>
<th>POST-VISIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Arrange travel through Concur</td>
<td>• Complete all assigned meetings and tasks</td>
<td>• Participate in any post-visit activities as agreed upon with the Team Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Prepare for visit:</td>
<td>• Work with team to arrive at consensus on initial accreditation</td>
<td>• Within 10 days: Submit expense report via Concur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Read Self-Study and any previous final statements of relevance</td>
<td>recommendation</td>
<td>• Within 14 days: Submit Team Chair evaluation (electronic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Evaluate transcripts</td>
<td>• Participate in development and delivery of the Exit Meeting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Participate in pre-visit conference calls</td>
<td>statement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Start your completion of the Program Evaluator Report and/or Worksheet</td>
<td>• Program Evaluator Report and/or Worksheet delivered to Team Chair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(electronic)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Module 4 – Quality Improvement of Student Learning

The evaluation of a program’s compliance with each of the various requirements of the Program Educational Objectives, Student Outcomes, and Continuous Improvement Criteria (Criteria 2, 3, and 4) is an important element of ABET’s outcomes-based accreditation criteria and the program’s continuous improvement processes.

Although you as a program evaluator will be reviewing many aspects of the program visited, your review of the program educational objective constituent-driven review process and the program’s process for the assessment, evaluation, and implementation of identified needed improvements relative to its stated student outcomes will be an important part of your work. This module will provide you with information that will help you in the evaluation of these processes.

TERMS AND DEFINITIONS USED BY ABET

There is no universally accepted set of terms used in the assessment field. Below are terms used in the ABET Criteria and defined in the Accreditation Policy and Procedure Manual.

ABET TERMS

Program Educational Objectives: Broad statements that describe what graduates are expected to attain within a few years of graduation. Program educational objectives are based on the needs of the program’s constituencies.

Student Outcomes: Statements that describe what students are expected to know and be able to do by the time of graduation. These relate to skills, knowledge, and behaviors that students acquire as they progress through the program.

Assessment: One or more processes that identify, collect, and prepare data to evaluate the attainment of student outcomes. Effective assessment uses relevant direct, indirect, quantitative, and qualitative measures as appropriate to the outcome being measured. Appropriate sampling methods may be used as part of an assessment process.

Evaluation: One or more processes for interpreting the data and evidence accumulated through assessment practices. Evaluation determines the extent to which student outcomes are being attained. Evaluation results in decisions and actions regarding program improvement.

NOTE: Programs may have adopted a specific language of assessment, which varies from the terms above. Terminology might also vary from one program to another within an institution. If a program is using different terms, it is important that it defines its terms in its self-study and uses them consistently in its documentation for ABET. If the Self-Study Report does not clearly indicate how terms are being used, this should be clarified before the visit.
REVIEW OF PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

Program educational objectives focus on what graduates are expected to attain within a few years after graduation. Criterion 2 requires "a documented, systematically utilized, and effective process, involving program constituencies, for the periodic review of these program educational objectives that ensures they remain consistent with the institutional mission, the program’s constituents’ needs, and these criteria."

The review of program educational objectives requires appropriate monitoring of the currency and relevance of the objectives themselves. The currency and relevance of the program educational objectives should be reviewed periodically. The time span will depend on the nature of the discipline, the changing needs of the constituents, and the mission of the program. Programs in disciplines that are dynamic and rapidly changing will need to have more frequent review cycles to be sure the program educational objectives are current and that the student outcomes will enable the attainment of the objectives. Constituents should be identified in meaningful ways, and information on the needs of constituents for the development and revision of the program educational objectives should be gathered by appropriate means. Determining compliance with this aspect of Criterion 2 will take informed judgment on the part of the evaluator.

ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION OF STUDENT OUTCOMES

For student outcomes, the focus of the data collection is to answer the question, “To what level have students attained the stated student outcomes?” Evaluation of the extent to which student outcomes are attained identifies strengths and weaknesses in student learning. This provides evidence for making decisions about how to improve the program’s teaching and learning processes.

This evidence should be the product of careful examination of student work related to the program requirements and expectations. In preparation for reviewing a program’s processes related to Criterion 4, Continuous Improvement, for student outcomes, it is important to understand several principles of a well-constructed process to enable continuous improvement related to program-level student learning.

1. **The focus of Criterion 4 (continuous improvement) is on the assessment of the program, not on the assessment of individual students.** Assessment of the attainment of student outcomes at the program level focuses on the performances of selected and representative student cohorts. Program faculty gain insights into how well students are learning through the evaluation of student work that demonstrates the stated outcomes. In general, results are reported in terms of the percentage of students in the student cohort who meet the program’s student outcomes thresholds. The program’s evaluation and interpretation of the results informs decision making for the purpose of continuous program improvement.
2. **The focus of Criterion 4 (continuous improvement related to student outcomes) is on the learning of students and not the assessment or evaluation of individual courses.** At the program level, assessment and evaluation should be focused on the learning that has resulted from the student experiences (curricular and co-curricular) in the program by the time of graduation. The purpose is to provide information on the program’s efficacy (its ability to achieve what it was designed to achieve).

3. **Student outcomes should be defined to provide faculty with a common understanding of the expectations for student learning and to achieve consistency across the curriculum.** Well-defined student outcomes also communicate to students what learning will be expected as they progress through the program. Without agreed-upon definitions of the student outcomes, faculty may have differing understanding of what constitutes acceptable demonstration of a given outcome. When faculty have varied definitions of the student outcomes, it is difficult to measure the extent to which a student cohort has attained the outcomes with any consistency. One way to establish a common and consistent understanding of what constitutes measurable performance of a student outcome is for those faculty involved to develop a few measurable performance indicators for each student outcome. For further information on writing performance indicators, see [Student Outcomes and Performance Indicators](#).

4. **A program does not have to collect data on every student in every course to know how well the program is doing in facilitating student attainment of outcomes.** Because the focus of the assessment activity is on the program and not individual students, it is important that the cohort being used for data collection be representative of the range of students in the program. If a sample is drawn from the cohort, it must include the same proportion of student characteristics (grade averages, gender, diversity, etc.) that describe the program’s general student population. In programs that have a small graduation class, sampling may not be appropriate. However, if data are collected on a specific student outcome only every three years (see #5 below) a program would, in fact, be sampling regardless of cohort size as it is not collecting data on every student who studies in the program.

5. **To provide evidence of attainment of student outcomes by the time of graduation for program reporting purposes, programs may choose to evaluate and report only data collected in core upper-level courses.** Although not required by the accreditation criteria, a best practice is to sample from strategically selected required upper-level courses (meaning those where the most representative sample of student attainment of outcomes can be gathered). There are many reasons why programs might collect data (baseline or other) in the lower-level courses over which they have control for their continuous improvement, but it is sufficient to choose from upper-level courses for ABET reporting purposes. In general, knowledge, skills, or behaviors that students demonstrate in lower-level courses are not as likely a result of the program’s discipline-specific curriculum, but may provide formative assessment that is useful for proactive program improvement.

6. **A program does not have to assess every outcome every year to know how well it is doing in facilitating student attainment of outcomes.** One approach that often leads to difficulty is to collect too many data on individual students. This can occur if a program...
requires faculty members to collect data in every course where student outcomes are being “covered.” Not only does this make the data collection process cumbersome, but it also makes it difficult to turn the data into useful information. A viable alternative data-collection approach is to use assessment cycles where, on a rotating basis, performance indicator data for a portion of the student outcomes are sampled from two, or preferably three, core upper-level courses where every course supporting a given outcome is “covered.” Using this approach produces evidence that can be used for evaluation and decisions about improvement actions that should be taken, and relieves faculty of unnecessary data collection. Staggering the data collection over the six-year accreditation cycle produces a process that is continuous and systematic. It is also important that programs assess the effectiveness of their improvement actions. For an example of a continuous data collection process, see Timeline and Responsibilities.

7. **The focus is continuous improvement based on information for decision making, not just data collection (i.e., data ≠ information).** ABET accreditation criteria mandate that the program focus on continuous improvement using documented processes for assessing and evaluating attainment of student outcomes. The faculty member time and data collection requirements of these assessment processes should be consistent with day-to-day operations of the program; however, the faculty should maintain these processes of assessment and subsequent evaluation across the interval between successive accreditation visits. Assessment processes that focus on the continuous improvement of the program produce results that can be systematically used by faculty and administration in meaningful ways.

8. **Best practices suggest that more than one method should be used to assess student learning.** Direct assessment involves measurement of student learning through their “performances” (projects, exams, homework, etc.). Direct assessment should be the primary means of assessing student learning. This does not preclude the use of other assessment methods that provide indirect or secondary evidence of student learning. One method that is often used is surveys in which students self-assess their performance in the outcome areas. However, an effective assessment and evaluation process should not depend solely on data obtained from surveys.

The following are the underlying principles of continuous quality improvement of student learning at the program level:

1. The focus of Criterion 4 (continuous improvement related to student outcomes) is on student learning, not the assessment or evaluation of individual students or courses.

2. Student outcomes should be defined to provide program faculty members with a common understanding of the expectations for student learning and to achieve consistency across the curriculum.

3. A program does not have to collect data on every student in every course to know how well it is doing with respect to the attainment of student outcomes.

4. A program does not have to assess every outcome every year to know how well it is doing with respect to the attainment of student outcomes.
5. To provide evidence of attainment of student outcomes by the time of graduation for program reporting purposes, programs may choose to evaluate and report only data collected in required upper-level courses.

6. The focus is on continuous improvement based on information and evidence for decision making.

EVIDENCE OF CONTINUOUS QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

How do I know if a program has an adequate continuous quality improvement (CQI) process for improving student learning? Below is a list of evidence of a CQI process, as well as related questions to obtain this information.

An effective continuous quality improvement process would comprise the following:

EVIDENCE:
A timeline of regular, repeated activities related to assessment and evaluation.

POSSIBLE QUESTION/REQUEST:
"What is your data collection and evaluation timeline?"

EVIDENCE:
Agreed upon definitions of student outcomes. (Identifying a few performance indicators per outcome is an effective way to develop measurable definitions.)

POSSIBLE QUESTION/REQUEST:
“How does your program define its student outcomes to ensure consistent assessment across the curriculum?"

EVIDENCE:
Systematic data collection that focuses on performance related to the student outcomes.

POSSIBLE QUESTION/REQUEST:
“Where do you collect the data that is evidence of student learning?”
EVIDENCE:
Systematic data collection that ensures coverage of each student outcome for the given student cohort.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS/REQUESTS:
"How do you know which outcomes should be assessed in which courses?"
“Describe how the data being presented were collected.”

---

EVIDENCE:
Data collection and analysis that provide information that enables faculty to identify strengths and weaknesses in student learning and opportunities for improvement related to the outcomes.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS/REQUESTS:
“I see that X% of your students have attained outcome Y. Were there any notable positive or negative aspects of the students’ performance?”
“How did you use this information to improve student learning?”

---

EVIDENCE:
An evaluation process that clearly communicates to program faculty opportunities for improvement in student learning.

POSSIBLE QUESTION/REQUEST:
“Describe how the proposed actions improved student learning or are anticipated to improve student learning.”

---

EVIDENCE:
A broad engagement of most program faculty in the improvement process.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS/REQUESTS:
“How are you involved in the process?”
“What kind of changes/improvements have you implemented in the course(s) that you teach to improve student learning?”
“How do you determine if the changes have been effective?”
You have learned many of the fundamentals of the ABET Accreditation Process. Now you will apply what you have learned in a series of exercises, in checks for understanding, and, ultimately, in the simulated preparation for the site visit.

**CRITERIA APPLICATION BASICS**

- ABET accredits *educational programs* leading to degrees. ABET does NOT accredit institutions, departments, or degrees.

- ABET defines an educational program as an integrated, organized experience that culminates in the awarding of a degree. The program will have program educational objectives, student outcomes, a curriculum, faculty, and facilities.

- ABET does not dictate program names to an institution.

You can find a thorough explanation of the above in the [Accreditation Policy and Procedure Manual, Section I.C.](#).

**UNDERSTANDING THE CRITERIA**

Evaluating a program’s compliance begins with understanding the criteria. ABET Criteria are based on the principles of continuous quality improvement. General Criteria cover the following areas of an educational program:

- □ Students
- □ Program Educational Objectives
- □ Student Outcomes
- □ Continuous Improvement
- □ Curriculum
- □ Faculty
- □ Facilities
- □ Institutional Support

Your member society may also have additional criteria that cover minimum standards for the specific program discipline you will be evaluating. These are called “Program Criteria.”

[You will find ABET Criteria for each commission here.](#)
COMMON ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH EACH CRITERION

The ABET Criteria are minimum standards that you apply with judgment. Over the years, ABET has identified common issues that may surface as you review a program’s Self-Study Report and make observations during a visit for evidence of compliance.

The issues listed below for each criterion area are not exhaustive. You may identify additional issues as you review the Self-Study Report. Additionally, some issues listed here may not by themselves represent a shortcoming relative to the criteria, but rather may indicate a need to seek additional information in order to determine whether there is a shortcoming. Remember each shortcoming must refer to specific requirements in the criteria that are not fully met or potentially may not be met in the future.

Note: Your draft visit plan should detail with whom you will visit on-site to resolve any issues with program compliance with criteria, which are not explained to your satisfaction in the Self-Study Report.

CRITERION 1. STUDENTS

Example Issues:

Students receive ineffective or inconsistent advising.

There is a lack of understanding of curricular requirements, especially if many options are available.

There is no documentation of course substitutions or missing prerequisites.

There is no documentation on acceptability of transfer credits.

---

CRITERION 2. PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

Example Issues:

Program educational objectives are not published or readily accessible to the public.

Program educational objectives are not related to institutional mission or are inconsistent with the mission.

Program educational objectives are not consistent with the needs of the program’s various constituencies.

Program educational objectives do not describe what graduates are expected to attain within a few years after graduation.

There is no indication as to who are the program’s constituencies.
There is little evidence the needs of the program’s constituencies have been considered in the formulation of the program’s educational objectives.

There is no process to periodically review and revise the program educational objectives.

There is minimal evidence of constituency involvement in the periodic review and revision of program educational objectives.

CRITERION 3. STUDENT OUTCOMES

Example Issues:

Student outcomes are stated such that attainment is not measurable. (Note: Having student outcomes whose attainment is not measurable with quantitative methods is not by itself a violation of any criterion, but the extent to which it is attained must still be evaluated by other means, as required in Criterion 4.)

There is missing or incomplete justification as to how the student outcomes prepare graduates to attain the program educational objectives.

The student outcomes do not reflect what the students should know and be able to do at the time of graduation.

The student outcomes do not include all of the ABET-required outcomes as appropriate.

There is no process to periodically review and revise the student outcomes (ANSAC & ETAC only).

CRITERION 4. CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

Example Issues: Processes

The assessment and evaluation processes are not documented.

The program cannot demonstrate the processes do what they claim.

The assessment, evaluation, and improvement cycle is not complete.

The process is not sustainable.

Example Issues: Assessment

Indicators of student performance have not been defined or a priori level of student performance has been established. (Although there is no criteria requirement for performance indicators or a priori levels of performance, without these or something equivalent it may be difficult to appropriately
evaluate the extent to which student outcomes are attained, and additional information may be needed to determine the appropriateness of the evaluation process for outcomes attainment.)

The program uses only anecdotal results (versus measured results).

The program relies only on course grades as assessment for one or more student outcomes. There are many factors, rarely all relating to a single student outcome for the program, that are used to determine a course grade. Thus the level of granularity of course grades relative to student outcomes is almost always too coarse for course grades to be used as reliable indicators for attainment of specific student outcomes.

There is an over-reliance on student self-assessment (e.g., surveys) as opposed to assessment methods based on actual student performance. As a rule, student self-assessment of outcomes attainment is considered much less reliable than attainment data from actual student performance relative to each outcome.

Assessment data are being collected for only some outcomes.

**Example Issues: Evaluation**

The data collected are not analyzed and used as input to a program improvement process.

The continuous improvement process appears to ignore evidence that students are not attaining the student outcomes at the expected level of student performance.

The evaluation of data does not provide the information needed to make program improvements.

**Example Issues: Results**

Program improvement plans are developed but not implemented.

There is no documentation of how the results of assessment and evaluation processes are used to determine needed program improvements.

Results of the evaluation of student outcomes are not used to make needed improvements to the student outcomes.

There is little evidence improvement efforts are being assessed and evaluated.

---

**CRITERION 5. CURRICULUM**

Curriculum criterion varies among the commissions so the following issues related to this criterion may not all be applicable to your commission.
Example Issues:

The curriculum fails to meet credit hour requirements (if specified by criterion).

The quality of the culminating or integrating experience, comprehensive project, capstone or major design experience (if required by the criterion) is poor.

There is no culminating experience.

There are several courses with elements of a comprehensive project but are not identified as the culminating experience.

There are multiple culminating courses, or courses taught by different instructors, that do not all satisfy the requirements of the criteria.

The culminating design experience does not address multiple constraints and appropriate standards (EAC only).

---

CRITERION 6. FACULTY

Example Issues:

The program has an insufficient number of faculty members to support concentrations, electives, etc. and maintain continuity and stability.

Poor faculty morale is affecting the program.

There is a lack of professional development for faculty members.

Faculty members have excessive workloads.

The program has a low faculty retention or high faculty turnover rate.

The program has a heavy reliance on temporary faculty appointments or adjuncts, potentially jeopardizing program stability.

Faculty members have insufficient responsibility and authority to improve the program.

---

CRITERION 7. FACILITIES

Example Issues:

There is insufficient space.

Laboratories and classrooms are overcrowded.
Laboratory conditions are unsafe.

Some essential equipment is inoperable.

There is a lack of modern instrumentation.

There is a lack of software and/or hardware needed to support the curriculum.

---

**CRITERION 8. INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT**

**Example Issues: Leadership**

Unstable leadership is affecting programs.

The dean and/or program head positions are open, or have been filled by interim appointments for an extended period.

There is frequent turnover of university administration and unit leadership.

**Example Issues: Operating budget**

Inadequate operating budget for acquisition and maintenance of laboratories and appropriate equipment.

Inadequate operating budget for faculty salaries, promotions, and professional development.

Inadequate operating budget for hiring and retention of faculty and staff.

**Example Issues: Support Staff**

Insufficient number of teaching assistants.

Insufficient number of technicians for instructional laboratories, machine shops, and laboratory services.

Insufficient administrative and/or clerical support staff.

---

**KEEP IN MIND**

You do not have to be an expert on assessment. The program must provide evidence it has a working and effective system in place. Note outcomes and continuous improvement are linked closely together.
THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

PRE-VISIT

Using the Program Evaluator Worksheet and Program Evaluator Report specific to your commission, you should be able to make a preliminary evaluation of the program based on your review of the program’s Self-Study Report. You should make a list of those issues that will require further investigation on site and discuss these with your team chair. Review the last visit Final Statement, if received from your team chair. Pay attention to shortcomings cited and determine the current status of issues that were previous shortcomings.

ON-SITE

Once on site, you may revise your evaluation after conducting interviews with faculty members, students, and administrators; reviewing documentation; and visiting facilities. You will share your findings with your team members at team meetings on Sunday and Monday nights. This will assist you in refining your recommended action. At the conclusion of the visit, you will provide your team chair with the recommended action for your program and an Exit Statement to support that action. You will simulate the on-site activities during the face-to-face training component.

It is essential all team members make decisions on findings in a consistent manner. All team members should listen carefully to the proposed findings of other team members to identify potential inconsistent findings in different programs. For reaccreditation visits, team members should be cognizant of findings that may appear inconsistent with findings from previous evaluations, and should make clear the reasons for any finding that may appear inconsistent with a previous finding if possible.

POST-VISIT

The team chair develops the Draft Statement to the institution by combining and editing the program exit statement material from the program evaluators and adding material that applies to the institution as a whole. Two editors and ABET Headquarters staff review the Draft Statement for adherence to standards and consistency with other statements. It is then sent to the institution, which has 30 days to respond. The team chair uses the response from the institution to prepare the Final Statement, which is edited again and then provided to the full commission for action. In preparing the Final Statement, the team chair may consult with the program evaluators as needed to determine whether there are any changes to the recommended accreditation action because of the institution’s actions since the visit. Final accreditation decisions are made at the July Commission Meeting each year.

EVALUATING A PROGRAM’S COMPLIANCE WITH THE CRITERIA

To decide if a program complies with each criterion and to recommend an accreditation action, follow these steps:
• Identify issues by criterion. (Remember: You may find issues not listed in **Common Issues Associated with Each Criterion**.)

• Determine the appropriate finding.

• Select the key term that applies for the finding. Base your decisions on the criteria, NOT on your opinion. Consider the resulting recommended action. Is it consistent with the nature of the shortcoming?

• Explain each concern, weakness, and deficiency in relation to the specific criterion using wording consistent with the definition of the shortcoming.

• Recommend the accreditation action. Prior to the site visit, your team chair will ask you where the program stands in overall compliance to ABET Criteria. Based on your preliminary review, you will select one of the following potential actions as described in the [Accreditation Policy and Procedure Manual, Section I.E.12](#). This preliminary judgment may be revisited after you gather more information during the campus site visit. Your available accreditation actions include:
  - Next General Review (NGR)
  - Interim Report (IR)
  - Interim Visit (IV)
  - Report Extended (RE)
  - Visit Extended (VE)
  - Show Cause Report (SCR)
  - Show Cause Visit (SCV)
  - Show Cause Extended (SE)
  - Not to Accredit (NA)

In Module 2, [The Accreditation Process](#), you read about levels of compliance, statements of compliance, concern, weakness, and deficiency, as well as observations with regard to your findings when evaluating a program. You can also find these in the [Accreditation Policy and Procedure Manual, Section I.E.8.a.(2)](#).

**GENERAL REVIEW TERMINOLOGY VS. ACTION**

If the evidence supports a program Weakness for any criterion, you must recommend either an Interim Report or an Interim Visit action (if there is no Deficiency). Note there is no difference in severity for the IR and IV actions. The only difference is whether the adequacy of the corrective action(s) can be determined based on a written report (with appropriate supporting documentation), or whether a visit is required in order to assess the adequacy of the action(s).
If the evidence supports a program Deficiency for a given criterion, you must recommend a Show Cause action for currently accredited programs or a Not-to-Accredit action if this is an initial review. Also, note a Not-to-Accredit action can only result from an evaluation of a new program or from a show cause visit or report.

Please refer to the chart below for reference:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actions</th>
<th>NGR</th>
<th>IR</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>SCR</th>
<th>SCV</th>
<th>NA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definitions</td>
<td>Next General Review</td>
<td>Interim Report</td>
<td>Interim Visit</td>
<td>Show Cause Report</td>
<td>Show Cause Visit</td>
<td>Not to Accredit (only for new programs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weakness?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deficiency?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration (years)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENSURING CONSISTENCY

Accreditation actions must be consistent across all programs and institutions. Accreditation actions must be consistent with actions given for other programs with similar shortcomings (Concern, Weakness, Deficiency). Throughout the ABET Accreditation Process, there are multiple checkpoints to ensure consistency.

TRANSCRIPT ANALYSIS

Records of academic work, such as transcripts, provide direct evidence the institution’s program requirements are met. ABET recognizes transcripts as the official record of student coursework in the United States; however, it may be referred to differently in other countries. "Record of academic work" and "transcript" will be used interchangeably for the purpose of this training.

As part of your review of the self-study report, you will need to analyze transcripts. Procedures for doing this include the following:

- The program name must be shown consistently on the record of academic work of its graduates and in the institution’s electronic and print publications (i.e. department web page, course catalog). The program name must be distinguishable from any non-accredited programs with which it could be confused by a potential employer. Identify any problems in this regard to your team chair.

- Make sure the courses counted toward the degree are consistent with the published requirements of the program. In cases where the record of academic work is for a graduate of an earlier curriculum, the institution must provide a copy of the appropriate curriculum. The institution also should provide justification for any variances, such as transfer credits or substitutions not clearly documented on the record of academic work.
Check to be sure prerequisites are taken before each course that requires them and the course sequence on the record of academic work does not vary unreasonably from the recommended sequence. If courses are taken out of sequence, check to see if there is an indication of difficulty for the students in terms of the course grades. (If there are difficulties for students, then there could be a problem with the mechanisms for advising and the enforcement of prerequisites. If there are no problems, it could indicate prerequisite requirements that are not needed.)

Request clarification for any apparent problems in the record of academic work. Do your transcript analysis and request clarifications soon enough to allow reasonable time for the institution to respond.

Review transfer course and course substitution decisions for reasonableness related to course content and credit allocation. Review documentation of the decisions. If there are questionable substitutions, request clarification from the program.

Please click here for commission analysis guides.

READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE CONTINUING

The pre-work assignment materials are separated by commission (ANSAC, CAC, EAC, ETAC) in the upcoming pages. If you are unsure of your commission, email training@abet.org now.

Evaluate your program’s Upper State University Self-Study Report and example student transcripts for compliance to the ABET General Criteria using the provided forms for your commission.

You are reviewing the Upper State University program against General Criteria for your commission only.

- This review may take eight or more hours to complete.
- Upload the specified documents to your commission's assignment page as Microsoft Word files.
- Contact your assigned mentor as a resource throughout this process.
- Your assignment must be uploaded by May 3 in order to book travel and attend PEVC Face-to-Face Training.
ANSAC Self-Study Report Analysis

Using the appropriate pre-visit forms for your commission, evaluate your program’s Upper State University Self-Study Report and example student records of academic work for compliance to the ABET General Criteria.

FORM:

**ANSAC Program Evaluator Report (contains Program Evaluator Worksheet)**

- Fill out the visit and contact information portion of page 2.
- Complete the Bachelor Degree Transcripts of Graduates from the Evaluated Baccalaureate Program.
- Complete the Pre-Visit Estimate column of the PROGRAM EVALUATOR WORKSHEET.

MATERIALS TO REVIEW:

- **ANSAC Upper State University Self-Study**
- **ANSAC Upper State University Student Transcript**
- **ANSAC Upper State University Student Transcript 2**
- **ANSAC Upper State University Student Transcript 3**

To help with this task, refer to the example Program Evaluator Report form for typical responses used to complete these forms: [Example Applied & Natural Science PEV Visit Report]. Note: The sample materials should be used as a guide for your responses; they do not contain the answers to the assignment.

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** The self-study report and transcripts have been created for training purposes only. They apply to a fictitious program at a fictitious institution. They should not be distributed. While based on responses typically seen in Self-Study Reports, these documents intentionally contain problems for training purposes.

Using the appropriate pre-visit forms for your commission, evaluate your program’s Upper State University Self-Study Report and example student records of academic work for compliance to the ABET General Criteria.

**SUBMIT YOUR REPORT AND WORKSHEET ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE.**
CAC Self-Study Report Analysis

Using the appropriate pre-visit forms for your commission, evaluate your program’s Upper State University Self-Study Report and example student records of academic work for compliance to the ABET General Criteria.

FORMS:

**CAC Program Evaluator Report**

- Fill out the visit and contact information portion of page 2
- Complete the CURRICULUM ANALYSIS and TRANSCRIPT ANALYSIS for the general computing program

**CAC Program Evaluator Worksheet**

- Complete the Pre-Visit column of the PROGRAM EVALUATOR WORKSHEET

MATERIALS TO REVIEW:

- Upper State University Self-Study
- CAC Upper State University Student Transcript 1
- CAC Upper State University Student Transcript 2
- CAC Upper State University Student Transcript 3

To help with this task, refer to the example Program Evaluator Report form for typical responses used to complete these forms: Computing PEV Visit Report Sample and Computing PEV Worksheet Sample. Note: The sample materials should be used as a guide for your responses; they do not contain the answers to the assignment.

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** The self-study report and transcripts have been created for training purposes only. They apply to a fictitious program at a fictitious institution. They should not be distributed. While based on responses typically seen in Self-Study Reports, these documents intentionally contain problems for training purposes.

SUBMIT YOUR REPORT AND WORKSHEET ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE.
EAC Self-Study Report Analysis

Using the appropriate pre-visit forms for your commission, evaluate your program’s Upper State University Self-Study Report and example student records of academic work for compliance to the ABET General Criteria.

FORMS:

**Engineering Program Evaluator Report**

- Fill out the Basic Information Sheet
- Complete the CURRICULUM ANALYSIS and the TRANSCRIPT ANALYSIS

**Engineering Program Evaluator Worksheet**

- Complete the Pre-Visit column of the PROGRAM EVALUATOR WORKSHEET

MATERIALS TO REVIEW:

- EAC Upper State University Self-Study
- EAC Upper State University Student Transcript 1
- EAC Upper State University Student Transcript 2
- EAC Upper State University Student Transcript 3

To help with this task, refer to the example Program Evaluator Report Form for typical responses used to complete these forms: Engineering PEV Visit Report and Engineering PEV Worksheet. Note: The sample materials should be used as a guide for your responses; they do not contain the answers to the assignment.

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** The self-study report and transcripts have been created for training purposes only. They apply to a fictitious program at a fictitious institution. They should not be distributed. While based on responses typically seen in Self-Study Reports, these documents intentionally contain problems for training purposes.

SUBMIT YOUR REPORT AND WORKSHEET ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES.
ETAC Self-Study Report Analysis

Using the appropriate pre-visit forms for your commission, evaluate your program’s Upper State University Self-Study Report and example student records of academic work for compliance to the ABET General Criteria.

FORMS:

**ETAC Program Evaluator Visit Report (contains Program Evaluator Worksheet)**

- Complete the Program Identification section
- Complete Criterion 1-Students through Criterion 8-Institutional Support
- Complete the Pre-Visit column of the Baccalaureate Degree Program Review Worksheet

MATERIALS TO REVIEW:

- ETAC Upper State University Self-Study
- ETAC Upper State University Student Transcript 1
- ETAC Upper State University Student Transcript 2
- ETAC Upper State University Student Transcript 3

To help with this task, refer to the example Program Evaluator Report Form for typical responses used to complete these forms: Engineering Technology PEV Visit Report. Note: The sample materials should be used as a guide for your responses; they do not contain the answers to the assignment.

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** The self-study report and transcripts have been created for training purposes only. They apply to a fictitious program at a fictitious institution. They should not be distributed. While based on responses typically seen in Self-Study Reports, these documents intentionally contain problems for training purposes.

**SUBMIT YOUR REPORT ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE.**
Module 6 – The PEV Appraisal Process

WHAT ARE THE ABET PEV COMPETENCIES?

The PEV Competency Model was developed with input from veteran program evaluators, team chairs, and ABET leadership. You have been selected to participate in Program Evaluator Candidate Training because you meet a set of minimum qualifications and exhibit the characteristics, behaviors, and attitudes that ABET has identified as vital to high-performing program evaluators. You will be evaluated on how you demonstrate these core competencies during the training process and during your service as an ABET Program Evaluator.

The ABET PEV Competency Model serves several purposes:

- It informs PEVs and PEV candidates of expectations of program evaluators.
- It serves as a tool for assessing candidates against the competencies.
- It serves as a focus for training PEV candidates.
- It provides standards for performance appraisal and enables continuous improvement feedback for PEVs and member societies.

The PEV Competency Model has raised the bar for PEV performance and improved the consistency of team evaluations. It is important program evaluators, team chairs, member societies, and program administrators and faculty be familiar with the PEV Competency Model and understand the expectations for each competency. Learn more about each competency below.

TECHNICALLY CURRENT

- Demonstrates required technical credentials for the position
- Engaged in lifelong learning and current in their field
- Able to apply technical knowledge to ascertain the level of conformance to program accreditation requirements
- Remains current in accreditation procedures and requirements

EFFECTIVE AT COMMUNICATING

- Easily conducts face-to-face interviews
- Writes clearly and succinctly
- Presents focused, concise oral briefings
- Interviews personnel to understand program operations
• Writes succinct, criterion-centered statements of program strengths and weaknesses
• Develops succinct findings for exit interview
• Keeps team chair informed prior to and during the visit

PROFESSIONAL
• Conveys professional appearance and demeanor
• Is committed to contributing and adding value to the evaluation process
• Considered a person with high integrity and ethical standards
• Represents ABET and responsible technical society as a practicing professional
• Willing to make observations to stimulate innovation and further the program’s efforts toward continuous improvement
• Shows professional respect for institution faculty and staff
• Upholds ABET code of conduct at all times

INTERPERSONALLY SKILLED
• Friendly and sets others at ease
• Listens and places input into context
• Remains open-minded and avoids personal bias
• Forthright, doesn’t hold back what needs to be said
• Adept at pointing out strengths and weaknesses in nonconfrontational manner
• Interviews and readily obtains input from faculty, administration, industry advisors, and students
• Evaluates program against criteria within the context of the institution
• Evaluates and constructively conveys program strengths and weaknesses

TEAM-ORIENTED
• Readily accepts input from team members
• Works with team members to reach consensus
• Values team success over personal success
- Compares program findings with those of other visitation team members to improve consistency
- Looks for and listens to common issues across programs
- Assists other team members as needed during the visit

**ORGANIZED**

- Is focused on meeting deadlines
- Focuses on critical issues and avoids minutia
- Displays take-charge initiative
- Takes responsibility and works under minimum supervision
- Formulates preliminary program strengths and weakness assessment based upon review of materials supplied prior to the visit
- Focuses on critical findings, effectively cites supportive observations, relates to appropriate criteria and suggests possible avenues to resolution
- Submits high quality documentation to team chair on time
- Makes difficult recommendations when appropriate

**Summarizing, a program evaluator should:**

1. Be knowledgeable about current standards in his or her field and ABET Criteria and policies and procedures
2. Have strong oral and written communication skills
3. Be professional in appearance and actions
4. Listen well, be open-minded and fair, and communicate clearly with the team
5. Be a team player
6. Do his or her part in completing required documents in a timely, complete manner

**Note:** There is also a Team Chair Competency Model, which is used to select, train, and evaluate team chairs.
WHAT IS THE PEV PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL PROCESS?

ABET has a strong commitment to continuous improvement. PEV performance appraisals:

- Evaluate against the PEV Competency Model.
- Clearly communicate to the PEV what is expected.
- Serve as a vehicle for professional development.
- Serve as a tool for continuous improvement.

Your qualifications were reviewed against the PEV Competency Model as part of your selection. Your performance will be evaluated as you complete the online training pre-work and Face-to-Face Training by both the support facilitator at your table and your peers at face-to-face training.

Most important, your team chair, institution representatives, and fellow team members will appraise your performance each time you are assigned to an accreditation evaluation team. Think of this as a 360-degree review designed to ensure decisions are not made on a single data point.

The program evaluator performance appraisal forms are based on the competencies. The following are the appraisals that occur after a visit:

- Team Chair Appraisal of the Program Evaluator
- Program Evaluator Appraisal of Program Evaluator (Peer-to-Peer)
- Institution Appraisal of the Program Evaluator

The following images are an example of the Team Chair Appraisal of the Program Evaluator:
Once performance appraisal forms are completed and submitted, ABET compiles a report for each program evaluator. These reports are sent to the appropriate commission executive committee and your ABET member society. Reports will identify exceptional performers for recognition and any program evaluators who need remediation or removal.

Both the commission executive committee and your member society will review your performance report. If needed, your society will provide any additional input concerning your performance. Finally, the commission executive committee will make a determination for recognition, remediation, or removal. You will receive your performance appraisal results after the July Commission Meeting. This timeline assures programs that performance appraisals do not influence accreditation actions.
Module 7 – Face-to-Face Training

WHAT TO EXPECT AT FACE-TO-FACE TRAINING

The PEVC Face-to-Face Training is a one-and-a-half-day experiential workshop. You will be seated at a table with other PEV candidates for your commission and a support facilitator. You will act as a visit team for the simulated Upper State University program, with the support facilitator acting as the team chair. You will continue your evaluation of the Upper State University program. You must bring a portable computer with you. Make sure your homework is saved, or accessible, on your computer.

Through lectures, exercises, role-plays, and team meetings, you will learn to:

1. Plan an effective, cordial, efficient site visit
2. Interact with your team during a site visit
3. Determine which criteria are relevant to determining the team’s recommended accreditation action given a specific situation or evidence
4. Determine if the simulated program complies with a criterion. If not, determine the level of compliance and the team’s recommended accreditation action
5. Conduct interviews of faculty, staff, and students
6. Write an exit statement to the institution
7. Conduct an informal debrief with the program head and exit meeting with leaders of the institution
8. Complete program evaluator forms
9. Demonstrate “in practice” effective use of the competencies in the PEV Competency Model

DAY 1 OF FACE-TO-FACE TRAINING

Day 1 of training begins promptly at 8:00 a.m. and concludes by 5:30 p.m. at ABET Headquarters in downtown Baltimore, MD. (Dress is business casual.) You must bring a portable computer for face-to-face training. All PEVCs must attend a group dinner meeting at 6:30 p.m. Additionally, there will be a “homework” assignment to be completed as directed at the close of Day 1.

Carefully review the material you have covered in the past seven modules, paying particular attention to the following:
• Accreditation criteria and terms
• Definition of levels of compliance
• The simulated Upper State University Self-Study Report, including:
  ▪ Record of academic work analysis
  ▪ Program Evaluator Report and/or Program Evaluator Worksheet
  ▪ PEV Competencies

**DAY 2 OF FACE-TO-FACE TRAINING**

Day 2 of training will begin promptly at 8:00 a.m. and conclude by 12:30 p.m. at ABET Headquarters in downtown Baltimore, MD. ABET will make arrangements for you to travel back to the Baltimore-Washington International (BWI) Airport directly after Day 2 of face-to-face training.

The end of training evaluations will be similar to the performance appraisal forms completed by the team chair and fellow program evaluators on the visit. All evaluation forms will be completed online at the close of Day 2 face-to-face training. Your evaluation results will be posted to the AMS a few days after the face-to-face training. You will receive notification when they are posted.
TRAVEL & REIMBURSEMENT

ABET’s Training Manager will contact you with instructions regarding travel and hotel arrangements and ABET’s travel policy. You will receive this message approximately one month prior to your face-to-face training. **DO NOT** book your travel prior to receiving the instructional email. **DO NOT** book directly through an airline.

When you book using ABET's travel agent, the cost of your flight will be direct billed to ABET. If you are driving, you can submit the mileage for reimbursement after the completion of the training. Please note, per the ABET Travel Policy, mileage reimbursement is not to exceed the cost of a round trip airline ticket. You will need to provide a quote for round-trip airfare if you choose to drive.

ABET will book hotel reservations on your behalf at Hotel Indigo, 24 West Franklin Street, Baltimore MD, 21201 for two nights. **DO NOT** book a hotel through Concur. The cost of your hotel room will be billed directly to ABET.

ABET will provide breakfast, lunch, dinner and two breaks on Day 1, as well as breakfast and a break on Day 2. Any meals not provided will be reimbursed according to ABET’s Travel and Procedures Policy. You will be required to submit for expense reimbursement electronically using itemized receipts.

**ABET Travel Policy and Procedures Manual**

**Submitting Expense Reports**

**Important Travel Information**

**DOCUMENTS**

**GENERAL RESOURCES USED BY ALL COMMISSIONS**

**Accreditation Policy and Procedure Manual**

- The Accreditation Criteria and the Accreditation Policy and Procedure Manual may change from one accreditation cycle to the next. Please see [Accreditation Changes](#) for a summary of the important board-approved changes for each year.
Guide for Observers on Accreditation Visits

- The Guide for Observers on Accreditation Visits is a general guide for visit observers from all accreditation commissions.

PEV WORKBOOKS BY COMMISSION

Visit [Accreditation Criteria & Supporting Documents](#) and find your commission. Here you will find the Accreditation Criteria for your commission AND your commission's Program Evaluator Workbook. You will access and download your commission's PEV Workbook each cycle for your commission's latest: PEV Report, PEV Worksheet (if applicable), Program Audit Form (PAF), style guide, and other important documents. Download and review your commission's workbook to familiarize yourself with the materials.

ANSAC Program Evaluator Workbook
CAC Program Evaluator Workbook
EAC Program Evaluator Workbook
ETAC Program Evaluator Workbook

Congratulations!

You have completed the online portion of ABET's PEVC Training. Refer to the table below for important dates and deadlines. You will be contacted with instructions for booking travel through ABET's travel agent the day prior to your training's "Make Travel Arrangements" time period. Please contact ABET's training team at training@abet.org with any training or travel-related questions. We look forward to meeting you!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training</th>
<th>April 18-19</th>
<th>May 2-3</th>
<th>May 18-19</th>
<th>June 1-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Closes</td>
<td>February 28</td>
<td>March 13</td>
<td>March 29</td>
<td>April 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor Assigned</td>
<td>March 6</td>
<td>March 20</td>
<td>April 6</td>
<td>April 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Work Due</td>
<td>March 20</td>
<td>April 3</td>
<td>April 19</td>
<td>May 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make Travel Arrangements</td>
<td>March 23-27</td>
<td>April 6-10</td>
<td>April 20-24</td>
<td>May 4-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>